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Open Source, Open Access, and Open Transfer: Market Approaches to Research Bottlenecks

By Robin Feldman * and Kris Nelson **

One of the most hotly contested issues in the field of intellectual property law concerns the existence, or non-existence, of patent thickets and the extent to which any such bottlenecks may be interfering with research. For decades, scholars warned that problems related to the over proliferation of patent rights would interfere with innovation. In contrast, a growing body of commentary argues that patent thickets are not a problem in modern industries. Either patent thickets do not exist, or if they do, patent thickets do not interfere with the progress of research.

The rhetoric is particularly heated these days because of dramatic changes underway in patent law. Research bottlenecks, or lack thereof, are invoked either in support of or in opposition to such changes, and it is difficult to have a rational discussion when so much seems to be at stake.

Stepping back from the rhetoric a bit, this Article suggests that one can sometimes indirectly observe effects, even if one cannot directly measure the extent of a phenomenon. With this in mind, the Article describes three approaches appearing in modern patent markets that are directed at mitigating the effects of patent thickets. These approaches can be described as Open Source, Open Access, and Open Transfer. From our vantage point, we may not be able to see or to measure the depth of the thicket. We can, however, observe the altered growth patterns that give us some indication of where the problems lie.

One of the most hotly contested issues in the field of intellectual property law is the extent to which legally created rights may be inhibiting, rather than promoting, scientific research. Although intellectual property rights are designed to encourage scientific progress, over proliferation or distortion of an optimal arrangement of rights could create bottlenecks that obstruct the flow of research. The debate plays out in themes related to the ways in which both patent and copyright law may be obstructing scientific research at commercial and academic institutions.

On the patent front, a key debate concerns the existence, or non-existence, of bottlenecks such as patent thickets and the extent to which any patent thickets may be interfering with research. For decades, scholars warned that problems related to the over proliferation of patent rights would interfere with innovation. In theory, multiple
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See, e.g., Rebecca S. Eisenberg, Bargaining over the Transfer of Proprietary Research Tools: Is This
overlapping patent rights can hamper innovation by creating high transactions costs as researchers try to navigate the tangle of existing rights. These costs can discourage investment in research or distort the paths that researchers take due to the difficulty of identifying and negotiating all of the underlying rights necessary to begin researching. This leads to inefficiencies and underutilization of intellectual resources. Across the years, patent mavens traded stories of research deterred or research deferred due to patent thicket. Innovation costs also may rise as rational enterprises factor in the risk that their inventions will be plagued by suits from patent holders who emerge from the shadows of the patent thicket to claim a share as soon as the invention is successful.\(^2\)

The sheer number of rights for any individual piece of research can be staggering. The simple act of researching ways to genetically improve plants cultivated for food can involve identifying and obtaining licenses to dozens of separate rights.\(^4\)

Problems that flow from the number of patents in existence are exacerbated by the difficulty of determining what an individual patent actually covers. The scope of rights inherent in any given patent is not immediately clear upon inspection of the patent and is

---

\(^2\) See, e.g., Eisenberg, supra note 1, at 225 (explaining that scientists must wait months or years as their institutions wade through licensing agreements to gain access to research tools); Nelson, supra note 1, at 1461 (noting research delays at universities).

likely to emerge only after extended litigation. For example, claim construction is the term used in patent law for the process of determining what a patent actually claims. The indeterminacy of claim construction in the modern courts is well-documented. Even when construction of the claims has been resolved, the question of whether those claims will be interpreted to encompass the activity of the accused infringer, either directly or through the doctrine of equivalents, is a complex and difficult one. It can be hard to predict at the start of litigation, let alone in the initial phases of a research project, whether an activity will be judged to fall within the sphere of a particular patent.

Despite these concerns, a growing body of commentary argues that patent thickets are not a problem in modern industries. Such commentary suggests that either patent thickets do not exist, or if they do, patent thickets do not interfere with the progress of research. In particular, two widely-cited empirical studies by John Walsh and his colleagues conclude that, although the number of patents on research tools has increased dramatically, drug discovery has not been substantially harmed. Using voluntary surveys, the authors conclude that research is not impeded in the majority of cases because patent holders can cope through strategies including inventing around patented technology, obtaining licenses, or simply ignoring the existence of patent rights with the expectation that patent holders will not come after them. The studies are cited as evidence that the dreaded patent thicket is no more than an illusion. They have also been criticized for using subjective data and for relying on a small pool.

---


7 See F. Scott Kieff, IP Transactions: On the Theory & Practice of Commercializing Innovation, 42 HOUST. L. REV. 727, 752 (2005) (noting the limitations of the Walsh study due to the small sample set of only seventy interviews with IP attorneys, business managers, and scientists from ten pharmaceutical firms and fifteen biotech firms, as well as university researchers and technology transfer officers from six universities, patent lawyers, and government and trade association personnel); Paul A. David, The Economic Logic of "Open Science" and the Balance Between Private Property Rights and the Public Domain in Scientific Data and Information: A Primer 13–16 (Stanford Inst. for Econ. Pol’y Res., SIEPR Discussion Paper No. 02-30, 2003), available at http://siepr.stanford.edu/papers/pdf/02-30.pdf (criticizing the value of the earlier Walsh study); Yann Joly, Open Source Approaches in Biotechnology: Utopia Revisited, 59 ME. L. REV. 385, 397 (2007) (noting that the Walsh study authors themselves recognized an important limitation to their study design concerning the difficulty of measuring the extent to which
If patent thickets exist, the concern is that they will substantially impair research and development because the tools of invention cannot flow freely through the research and development community. Similar charges have been made about the flow of information among researchers, particularly at academic institutions. With the passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980, Congress granted universities the right to elect ownership of inventions made with federal funds and encouraged them to participate in licensing and commercialization of those inventions. The Act was intended to bring to the public the benefits of federal research dollars by giving universities an incentive to patent and commercialize those products. Prior to passage of the Act, legislators were concerned that for a variety of reasons, the government had proved ineffective as a shepherd of the inventions created with federal research dollars.

Bayh-Dole has been a wild success when analyzed in terms of the number of patents granted to universities and the number of products created. Looking back on the first twenty years of Bayh-Dole, The Council on Government Relations reported that academic institutions had filed tens of thousands of patents which had led to the creation of more than 1000 products actually on the market. In addition, 2200 new companies were formed based on licensing of university patents. Another study showed that the number of patents granted to universities each year jumped from 264 in 1974 to 3200 in 2001. Patent licensing brought $959,000,000 to universities in 2002 alone, although much of the revenue went to about a dozen research universities.

Concerns have surfaced across time that, among other problems, the partnership between government, industry, and academia may have the unintended consequence of impeding the flow of information among researchers. Industry cosponsors of research may delay or suppress the results of data. Researchers may be reluctant to publish data until patent rights are secure. Moreover, researchers have complained that copyright and cost restrictions in the academic publishing industry hamper the use of published information for teaching and research. These problems play out in the field of copyright law as well as patent law.

The rhetoric concerning research bottlenecks is particularly heated these days because of dramatic changes underway in patent law. Congress continues to debate a massive bill that would make substantial changes in patent statutes, including changing damage calculations, creating a post-grant opposition proceeding, shifting to a first-to-file system, and placing limitations on patent venue. Although receiving less serious consideration, another bill would ban patenting of a “nucleotide sequence, or its functions or correlations, or the naturally occurring products it specifies.” The latter bill has been

---

10 Id. at 169.
supported in the popular press with dramatic statements such as "YOU, or someone you love, may die because of a gene patent." If passed, the bill could have a sweeping impact on the biotechnology industry.

Case law also is evolving quickly. The Supreme Court has reviewed an unusually high number of patent cases in the last few terms. The decisions generally have narrowed patent rights or made it more difficult to obtain patents. Moreover, a battle rages in the courts concerning invalidation of the Patent and Trademark Office's extensive new rules on continuation of patent applications.

Research bottlenecks, or lack thereof, are invoked either in support of such changes or in opposition to them. It is difficult to have a rational discussion when so much seems to be at stake. Stepping back from the rhetoric a bit, this Article offers a different approach to the question of whether research bottlenecks, such as patent thickets, exist and whether they have an effect on modern markets. Given the complex nature of the patent landscape, it is challenging to identify in a robust manner the extent to which patent thickets may, or may not, exist. Nonetheless, one can sometimes indirectly observe effects, even if one cannot directly measure the extent of a phenomenon. With these concerns in mind, the Article describes three approaches appearing in modern patent markets that are directed at mitigating the effects of patent thickets. These approaches can be described as Open Source, Open Access, and Open Transfer.

As a general matter, markets tend to respond to real problems. There are costs associated with shifting market positions, and one would ordinarily expect to see an avoidance of those costs if the expenditures were not necessary. Information distortions certainly can get in the way. In other words, it is possible that if people believe patent thickets exist they may engage in behaviors to avoid the effects, even if the perception is inaccurate. In addition, the analysis is complicated by the fact that universities are key players in the market for patent research. Universities play a dual role as both commercial actors reaping tremendous rewards from capitalization of their patented inventions and educational institutions viewing themselves as keepers of the intellectual


flame. For example, a group of University Tech Transfer officers recently put forward a white paper on points that their fellow officers should consider in licensing university technology. The paper noted universities must “be mindful of their primary mission to use patents to promote technology development for the benefit of society.” The dual role may also affect their behaviors in what we would describe as the patent market.

Nevertheless, the costs of creating alternative market pathways should be a deterrent, if the need for alternative pathways is less than such costs. Moreover, as a general matter, the actual contours of market transactions should be a more reliable indicator of what is happening in those markets than any academic speculation.

Thus, although currently one may not be able to prove anything definitive about the extent of bottlenecks and thickets, the creation of avoidance behaviors may be useful in confirming their existence. Most important, market responses may give us an indication of where the problems lie and may suggest paths that the law should encourage—or at least not stifle.

In short, from our vantage point, we may not be able to see or to measure the depth of the thickets. We can, however, observe the altered growth patterns that give us some indication of where the problems lie.

I. OPEN TRANSFER

One of the great shocks to the academic system in recent years was the Federal Circuit’s decision in Madey v. Duke. Professor Madey was a tenured research professor in the physics department at Duke University and the sole owner of two patents in use at Duke’s free electron laser lab. After a falling out with University officials, the University removed Madey as director of the lab, and Madey resigned. The lab continued to use the lab equipment, however, and Madey sued for infringement. Among other defenses, Duke claimed that any activity in the lab was covered by the experimental use exception. The experimental use exception is a common law creation that can be traced back to cases in the 1800s.

Although the trial court had upheld the University’s experimental use defense, the Federal Circuit reversed, keeping faithful to a formulation from the early cases in which the exception is available only for activities having the sole purpose of gratifying a philosophical taste, satisfying curiosity, or amusement. Most important, the Federal Circuit suggested that universities would have a very difficult time ever asserting the experimental use defense. The court specifically noted that the experimental use exception does not apply when an entity is engaged in commercial activity that furthers its legitimate business objectives.

According to the Federal Circuit, a university’s legitimate business objectives include educating and enlightening students and faculty, as well as increasing the status of the university, luring lucrative research grants, and

\*18 In the Public Interest: Nine Points to Consider in Licensing University Technology 6 (March 6, 2007) (on file with author) [hereinafter University White Paper].
\*19 307 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
\*21 Id. at 1361 (noting that the experimental use defense is quite narrow and is limited to actions performed “for amusement, to satisfy idle curiosity or for strictly philosophical inquiry”).
\*22 Id, at 1362.
attracting faculty and students. This definition effectively eliminates any research exception for universities. 

Prior to the Madey decision, academic researchers routinely ignored patent rights in conducting their teaching and experiments. Although they may have comforted themselves with thoughts of a research exception, Madey made it clear that no such exemption exists. Without any hope of asserting a research exception, university researchers in theory would be forced to navigate the maze of patent licensing or face infringement suits. An informal poll of research institutions at a meeting in 2002 revealed that a number of institutions were receiving more infringement notification letters in the wake of the Madey decision. Other reports suggested that academic researchers were continuing to ignore patent rights with the tacit acquiescence of patent holders, a decidedly risky strategy for an institution.

Academic institutions, however, have not simply waited to see whether the tide will shift and patent holders will start suing for infringement. Rather, the institutions have attempted to alter the market rights, to the extent possible, through their technology transfer agreements. For example, a group of prominent research universities issued a white paper outlining nine important issues for universities to consider in technology transfer agreements. The group includes Cal-Tech, Cornell, Harvard, MIT, Stanford, University of California, University of Illinois, University of Washington, Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, Yale, and The Association of American Medical Colleges.

In particular, the University White Paper recommends that universities reserve the right to practice licensed inventions. Universities should consider reserving rights in all fields of use, even if the invention is licensed exclusively to a commercial entity, for themselves and other non-profit and governmental organizations: to practice inventions and to use associated information and data for research and educational purposes, including research sponsored by commercial entities; and to transfer tangible research materials (e.g., biological materials and chemical compounds) and intangible materials (e.g., computer software, databases and know-how) to others in the non-profit and governmental sectors.

23 Id.
24 The Walsh surveys were conducted as the Madey decision was making its way through the courts. The Federal Circuit reversed and remanded in 2002, and the district court rendered its final opinion in 2004. Id.; Madey v. Duke 336 F. Supp. 2d 583 (M.D.N.C. 2004). The Walsh studies were published in 2003 and 2005. See the studies cited, supra note 6. Although some commentators have speculated that university researchers were unaware of the Madey decision in its immediate aftermath and that researchers and private industry would alter their behavior across time, others dispute this interpretation. See BIO White Paper, supra note 17, at 22 (noting the controversy and citing the FTC, NAS, NCR and Walsh reports, supra notes 1 and 6, as disputing the notion that lack of anti-commons effect can be attributed to lack of knowledge about Madey).
25 See BIO White Paper, supra note 17, at 22.
26 See Walsh studies, supra note 6.
27 University White Paper, supra note 18.
28 Id. at 1.
29 Id. at 2.
In other words, rights should be reserved, not just for the university itself, but on behalf of all non-profit and governmental organizations. We call such provisions Open Transfer Agreements.

The University White Paper notes further that clear articulation of the reserved rights is critical and offers examples of retained rights clauses. One of the examples in the University White Paper comes from license agreements used by Stanford University's Office of Technology Transfer. The provision reserves use rights "for any non-profit purpose, including sponsored research and collaborations."

A Stanford technology transfer officer noted that the university previously used a clause that retained the right to use technology for "non-commercial purposes." While the University believed that industry-sponsored research at the university should be included in the notion of "non-commercial" purposes, some companies disagreed. Thus, Stanford moved to more explicit language. The dispute highlights the difficulty of defining what constitutes non-commercial or academic research, particularly in an environment in which academic and commercial entities collaborate.

The University White Paper also mentions this issue, noting the importance of defining the notion of non-commercial purposes. The commentary in the paper explains that "to address the Madey issue in recent agreements, we have attempted to make clear that . . . activities held under Madey to be the 'business' activities of universities are within the scope of our reserved rights." The commentary provides an example of a definitional clause to clarify the meaning of non-commercial purposes.

---

30 Id. at 2, 10-12.
31 Id. at 10; E-mail from Katherine Ku, Stanford University Office of Technology Transfer (Nov. 13, 2007) (on file with author).
32 University White Paper, supra note 18, at 10. The full provision reads:

Institution retains the right, on behalf of itself and all other non-profit academic research institutions, to practice the Licensed Patent and use Technology for any non-profit purpose, including sponsored research and collaborations. Licensee agrees that, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, it has no right to enforce the Licensed Patent against any such institution. Institution and any such other institution has the right to publish any information included in the Technology or a Licensed Patent.

33 Ku E-mail, supra note 31.
34 Id.
35 See id.
36 University White Paper, supra note 18, at 11.
37 "Non-commercial Research Purposes" means:

Use or practice of Licensed Patent Rights for academic research and other not-for-profit or scholarly purposes which are undertaken at a non-profit or governmental institution that does not involve the production or manufacture of products for sale or the performance of services for a fee. Without limiting the foregoing: (i) "academic research and other not-for-profit or scholarly purposes" includes, in non-limiting fashion, research that leads, or may lead, to patentable or unpatentable inventions that may be licensed or otherwise transferred, either directly or indirectly, to third parties; and (ii) neither (A) receipt of license revenues on account of such inventions or receipt of reimbursements for the costs of preparation and shipping of samples of materials provided to third parties as a professional courtesy, in response to post-publication requests or otherwise in accordance with academic custom nor (B) receipt of funding to cover the direct and/or indirect costs of research, shall constitute sale of products or performance of service for a fee.

University White Paper, supra note 18, at 11.
In conversations with the authors of this Article, one university technology transfer officer commented that companies are not happy about including the Open Transfer language in their agreements, but that the University takes the position that failure to include the language is a deal-killer. Interestingly, the University White Paper and examples of such clauses in university technology transfer agreements do not seem to have made their way into the academic literature yet, although they have been operative for several years. The February 2008 Biotech Industry Organization (BIO) White Paper notes that the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) planned in 2002 to monitor universities' experiences with the research exception, but that BIO is unaware of any follow-up by the AAAS or other organizations.8

In general, Open Transfer clauses are designed to create a market space of free experimentation that will be available for all non-profit research institutions. The attempt is less than perfect in its coverage. The clauses will apply only to technology created by universities themselves, not to the vast amount of technology created in the private sector, and they will only apply to technology that is licensed going forward. In addition, the University White Paper suggests only issues to consider and does not bind any of its signatories. Finally, although the signatories represent many of the major players in the fields of scientific research, they do not represent all of them. Thus, to the extent that a patent thicket exists, the Open Transfer initiative offers only a partial solution. Nevertheless, Open Transfer is a creative attempt to mitigate difficulties with access to research rights, and one that indicates the existence of a significant problem for research universities.

II. OPEN SOURCE BIOTECHNOLOGY

The notion of open source systems developed first in the world of information technology and computer software through efforts by programming leaders such as Richard Stallman. Understanding so-called Open Source Biotechnology requires some understanding of its predecessor in the software world.

Software developers write software in a variety of programming languages, all designed to make it easier for humans to tell computers what to do as effectively as possible. This human-readable format is known as “source code” and is relatively easy for a trained programmer to use and understand.9 Computers, on the other hand, rely on “object code,” produced by a computer program known as a “compiler,” which takes human-friendly source code and produces machine-readable object code.10 With access to the source code, programmers can change the software, what it does, how it looks, and how it operates. They can customize it, repackage it, change its name, or do almost anything they wish.

For exactly this reason, most companies that sell software have relied on a “closed-source” or proprietary software development and distribution model.11 Source code written by programmers is kept secret, and is kept under tight control by the companies.

---

8 See BIO White Paper, supra note 17, at 22.
11 Nadan, supra note 39, at 350-51.
that own it.\textsuperscript{42} In addition to keeping the source code secret, proprietary software makers usually release their object code under tight licensing restrictions that supplement technical protections, as well as patent and copyright restrictions, with additional contractual protections restricting end users rights to modify, copy or distribute the software.\textsuperscript{43}

The Open Source Software movement,\textsuperscript{44} on the other hand, utilizes a different model in which source code is freely distributed along with object code.\textsuperscript{45} To Open Source Software advocates, “free” refers to “liberty, not price.”\textsuperscript{46} A common and colorful analogy in the Open Source Software movement is that free software is “‘free’ as in ‘free speech,’ not as in ‘free beer.’”\textsuperscript{47} Essentially, to be a true Open Source license, a licensee must be permitted to at any time and for any purpose copy, change, and distribute the source code of the software.\textsuperscript{48} Typically, Open Source Software development is highly collaborative, with frequent, iterative releases that fix bugs and introduce changes much more rapidly than traditional proprietary software development.\textsuperscript{49} A group of developers often operate loosely as project managers and guide the incorporation of new code written by many others into the core software.\textsuperscript{50} This peer-production model allows for effective utilization of available materials more efficiently than for individuals operating in a traditional market approach.\textsuperscript{51} A broad goal of Open Source is to foster the reuse of available resources instead of a constant necessity to “reinvent the wheel.”\textsuperscript{52}

While critics have attacked Open Source as undermining copyright, hampering innovation, and providing a limited public good,\textsuperscript{53} many companies have nevertheless adopted Open Source as a key part of their business strategy, either as contributors to Open Source development or as users of Open Source products.\textsuperscript{54} Red Hat, Inc., for

\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 351–52. See also Mathias Strasser, A New Paradigm in Intellectual Property Law?: The Case Against Open Source, 2001 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 4, 10 (2001).


\textsuperscript{44} For detailed discussions of the open source software movement, see generally RICHARD STALLMAN, FREE SOFTWARE, FREE SOCIETY: SELECTED ESSAYS OF RICHARD STALLMAN (Joshua Gay ed., 2002).

\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 16.


\textsuperscript{47} Id.


\textsuperscript{50} Nadan, supra note 39, at 353.

\textsuperscript{51} See Yochai Benkler, Coase’s Penguin, or Linux and the Nature of the Firm, 112 YALE L.J. 369, 376–77 (2002) (“Transaction costs associated with property and contract limit the access of people to each other, to resources, and to projects when production is organized on a market or firm model, but not when it is organized on a peer production model.”).

\textsuperscript{52} Raymond, supra note 49.

\textsuperscript{53} See, e.g., Strasser, supra note 42.

example, provides software support services and bundles of the Linux operating system, which is developed under an Open Source model. Red Hat does not control Linux development, but it both contributes to and profits from it. In fact, Red Hat has generated enough business to “win the approval of financial markets and maintain [significant] market capitalization.”

Open Source Biotechnology tries to borrow from elements of the Open Source Software movement, orienting those elements around the scientific development of biotechnology. It is described using different names, including Open Source Biotechnology, recognizing its roots in Open Source Software, and Open Science, recognizing the elements that differ from the computer world.

There are two main divisions within the broad category of Open Source Biotechnology. The first category primarily involves bioinformatics—the application of computer software and methodologies to solve biological problems. With its focus on software, this category is a direct beneficiary of Open Source Software and Open Source approaches. Three examples of Open Source in the bioinformatics world are BioPerl, BioJava, and BioPython. All of them are now organized together under the auspices of the Open Bioinformatics Foundation.

These projects all make their work available under standard Open Source licenses, such as the GNU Lesser General Public License, version 2.1. According to Lincoln Stein, a researcher at the Cold Springs Harbor Laboratory who works with the human genome project, BioPerl resources “saved the human genome project” by allowing the development of quick and useful tools to facilitate the interchange of data amongst laboratories who kept their research in dissimilar formats. The Bioinformatics Organization takes an even broader approach to encouraging collaboration and participation in bioinformatics development, maintaining computational resources and promoting open access to materials and methods for bioinformatics research and education throughout the world.

The second category of Open Source Biotechnology is much broader, and is more loosely connected with the approaches used by Open Source Software. As the subjects of the projects move further from the software interface, they may be better described as “Open Science.” Although difficult to characterize as a whole, these Open Science

---

56 Id. at 242.
57 See id.
projects try to ensure that the biotechnology tools required for research and innovation are openly available. Some are aimed at solving problems in underserved communities, given that the non-profit researchers who focus on those communities may not have the financial capacity to navigate the maze of patent rights and licensing necessary to engage in the targeted research. Many of the projects cite cutting through patent thickets as an important goal.

Open Science Projects share some characteristics with their Open Software predecessors. Open Science tends to involve collaborative projects that pool the work of many participants and makes advances available to a broad community. Most important, a number of Open Science projects copied the Open Source Software licensing approach, using the power of the patent system to ensure that the core technology of the project and any innovations remain openly available. For these projects, participants agree to either grant licenses or enforce their rights in a way that maintains the availability of the inventions and improvements in the future.

Open Science projects differ significantly, however, from Open Source Software projects. Open Source Software allows a broad range of researchers to see information that remains hidden in the program. The Open Science world is quite different. Although information flow may be hampered if individuals choose not to patent their research, much of Open Science is premised on patent rights, which presupposes that the information has been revealed in a patent application. Such information will most likely become public at some point. In addition, any individual with a computer and the proper programming skills can participate in Open Source Software. In contrast, Open Science projects may require the use of sophisticated laboratory equipment. Given the resources required for such endeavors, participants are likely to be at large academic or commercial research organizations, which complicates efforts to enroll participants and shape their rights. Finally, the rights system underlying Open Source Software is copyright, while the rights system underlying Open Science is patent. Differences between these rights systems guarantee that the rights, licensing structures and enforcement potentials will differ.

Examples of Open Science include the HapMap Project, CAMBIA and the Biological Innovation for Open Society Initiative (BiOS), and the Public Patent Foundation. The HapMap Project is a multi-country effort to identify and catalog genetic differences in humans. The project, funded with both public and private funds, started in 2002 and includes researchers from six countries. HapMap’s goal is a specialized map of the human genome particularly containing information about cites in

---

63 See Feldman, supra note 1, at 118. For a more detailed description of the Open Source Biotechnology projects introduced below, see id.
65 See id.
66 Opderbeck, supra note 58, at 198–201.
67 For a more detailed description of these and other Open Science projects, see Feldman, supra note 1.
the human genome where the DNA sequences vary among individuals. These variations are called single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNPs.

Originally, HapMap users agreed to take certain steps to maintain the open availability of information in the database. The click-wrap license stated that patents filed for particular uses of SNPs in the database must be licensed on terms that would maintain free access to the information in the database for other purposes. Originally, HapMap users agreed to take certain steps to maintain the open availability of information in the database. The click-wrap license stated that patents filed for particular uses of SNPs in the database must be licensed on terms that would maintain free access to the information in the database for other purposes. HapMap’s licensing strategy was short-lived. Among other reasons, the stringency of the license terms prevented HapMap data from being incorporated into other public genomic databases. In addition, developments in the scientific arena led HapMap to conclude that the SNPs probably were not patentable. Data from the HapMap project is now completely available to the public.

CAMBIA is another Open Science Project. CAMBIA, and its child project, the BiOS Initiative, are focused on expanding access to biological research, especially for disadvantaged communities. The goal is to increase democratic innovation through “astute use of intellectual property informatics and analysis” and to allow for the cooperative development of technology. BiOS tries to develop and bundle groups of technologies that can be used for scientific research related to underprivileged communities. The stated objective of the BiOS Initiative is “to create a public-spirited and public-good based initiative with respect to biological innovations.” BiOS has developed a system to increase understanding of patents and to foster “patent transparency,” created licenses to foster open research, and created an online community for biological innovation, known as “BioForge.”

The Public Patent Foundation was yet another form of Open Science project. Public Patent was aimed not specifically at underprivileged communities, but more broadly at market areas hampered by so many patents that even those holding some of the patents could not efficiently navigate the licensing. The Foundation hoped to establish patent pools in which the technology would be openly available to other pool participants.

Open Science systems have not always matched the initial expectations. The HapMap Project has assembled a tremendous data base, but it has had to shift from a

---

70 See Feldman, supra note 1, at 125-26.
72 International HapMap Consortium Widens Data Access, supra note 71.
73 See id.
74 See BiOS Initiative, http://www.bios.net/daisy/bios/about/3.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2008).
76 Id.
78 See About BiOS Licenses and MTAs, http://www.bios.net/daisy/bios/licenses/398.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2008).
80 See Interview by Pamela Jones with Dan Ravicher, supra note 1; E-mail from Dan Ravicher, Executive Director, Public Patent Foundation, to Robin Feldman, Assistant Professor of Law, University of California Hastings College of the Law (Jan. 13, 2004, 11:34 PST) (on file with author).
GNU-style licensing scheme to a system that places the data into the public domain. Public Patent foundation has not moved forward with its pooling project and continues as an advocacy group. Nevertheless, Open Science initiatives continue in various forms and with various degrees of progress.

III. OPEN ACCESS

Open Transfer and Open Source are attempts to allow the tools of invention to flow more freely among researchers. Open Access is somewhat different. The goal of Open Access is to allow information to flow more freely among researchers, as well as to the public at large.

For problems relating to the flow of information, copyright law, rather than patent, is the vehicle through which barriers are erected. Nevertheless, the pace of scientific inventions, including those that are likely to become the subject of patents, may be affected by impediments in the flow of information.

Such Open Access systems have developed in response to concerns that articles published in scientific journals are too restricted in their availability. Academic scientists, who must publish or perish, have no choice but to offer their papers to scientific journals. The amount of scientific information is staggering. Each year, 2.5 million articles are published in refereed journals, across all disciplines, languages and nations.

The wealth of information available in those papers then becomes difficult to access for a variety of reasons. The sheer number of articles creates a challenge to the efficient flow of information in the scientific community. In addition, two barriers create particular problems for information dissemination. The first problem is “price barriers,” given that access to journals may require hefty subscriptions, licensing fees, or pay-per-view fees. The second is “permission barriers,” given that restrictions on all uses including research and teaching may be limited by copyright and by licensing restrictions. The prestige factor of existing journals, combined with the importance of prestige publication for a science career, serve as entry barriers for individual journals that might compete on price and terms.

Individual efforts are difficult, but coordinated projects in the scientific community have led to the development of Open Access systems for scientific research. The scientific open-access movement began to gain momentum in 1998 through the efforts of the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition. The coalition’s efforts led to the founding of the Public Library of Science (PLoS), and the eventual launch in 2003 of a group of open-access journals, primarily focused on medicine and biology. Other notable open-access efforts include ArXiv, the Social Science Research Network,
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Biomed Central, and Berkeley Electronic Press. These efforts are all informed by a broader international movement towards open-access scholarship generally, including the Budapest Open Access Initiative, the Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing, and the Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities.

One example of “open access” comes from the charter of the PLoS, which allows “all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, perpetual right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work” and requires a “complete version of the work and all supplemental materials . . . [to be] deposited immediately upon initial publication in at least one online repository.” This standard is also known as the Creative Commons Attribution License (CCAL): “Under the CCAL, authors retain ownership of the copyright for their article, but authors allow anyone to download, reuse, reprint, modify, distribute, and/or copy articles in PLoS journals, so long as the original authors and source are cited. No permission is required from the authors or the publishers.”

Other funding organizations, such as the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the Wellcome Trust, have also recently moved to require scientists to deposit such electronic copies in a publicly-accessible repository.

There are a range of approaches within the Open Access movement. Pure Open Access would remove both price barriers and use barriers. Some systems, however, provide variations on the theme, for example, removing price barriers but not permission barriers. Such public availability is sometimes referred to as Public Access, rather than Open Access.

It is important to understand that Open Access and Public Access are not the same thing as placing an article into the public domain. Although some scholars advocate that works generated by publicly financed research should enter the public domain and have no rights attached, the Open Access movement and its Public Access cousin follow a different concept. Like Open Source, they use the power of an Intellectual Property regime, here copyright, to control the article once it is published in a way that ensures a free flow of information.
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What is most interesting about the Open Access movement is that the Federal Government, taking the lead from private organizations, has joined the effort. With Open Access, legal policy has, at least to some extent, followed the path blazed by participants in the relevant industry.

Specifically, in recently-passed legislation, Congress has directed the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to require that research papers developed as a result of NIH funding should be made publicly available through PubMed Central. Similar to the contractual provisions that universities are using in Open Transfer, the process will be accomplished through contractual language in publishing contracts. Earlier legislation had spawned NIH provisions requesting that researchers who receive NIH funding voluntarily submit final versions of manuscripts accepted for publication for inclusion in a public database. Only four percent of eligible articles were submitted to the database under that language.98

The NIH Open Access system is a compromise. It is less open than a pure Open Access standard and somewhat less open than even a true Public Access system. NIH primarily addresses price barriers (subscription fees, for example), not permission barriers (licensing restrictions and other aspects of copyright). In addition, public access can be delayed up to twelve months, giving publishers some time to earn a return on initial publication of the information.99

Unlike the licensing used by the PLoS, the NIH imposes no requirement that the author or copyright owner change or modify the copyright of the work deposited with PubMed Central, except that a NIH-funded author must reserve the right to deposit the article for viewing by the public. With this limited reserved access, the public can read the full-text article, cite to it, and exercise general "fair use" exceptions to copyright, but cannot, for example, print the article out and make photocopies of it for an entire class, as would be permissible under most open-access approaches.

To accomplish this, the NIH asks authors to insert language such as the following into the copyright agreements authors sign with publishers: "Journal acknowledges that Author retains the right to provide a copy of the final peer-reviewed manuscript to NIH upon acceptance for Journal publication, or thereafter, for public archiving in PubMed Central as soon as possible but no later than twelve months after publication by Journal."100
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The Director of the National Institutes of Health shall require that all investigators funded by the NIH submit or have submitted for them to the National Library of Medicine's PubMed Central an electronic version of their final, peer-reviewed manuscripts upon acceptance for publication, to be made publicly available no later than 12 months after the official date of publication: Provided, That the NIH shall implement the public access policy in a manner consistent with copyright law.

The goal is to provide the public the ability to access federally-funded research after a reasonable period without expensive subscription fees and without fundamentally altering the economics of the publishing industry. Congress sought to: (1) allow publishers to financially benefit from public investment, while encouraging them to keep investing in improved publishing methods; and (2) lower the costs of public access and quicken the pace at which the public is allowed to directly benefit from federal research spending.\(^{101}\)

Before passage of the bill, the Bush Administration had identified three areas of concern with legislation making public access mandatory for NIH-funded research, although the Administration indicated that these concerns should be balanced against “the benefit of public access to taxpayer supported research.”\(^{102}\) Those areas were: (1) the impact on scientific research publishing, (2) the impact on scientific peer review, and (3) “the United States’ longstanding leadership in upholding strong standards of protection for intellectual property.”\(^{103}\)

The traditional publishing industry argues that Public Access will increase their costs and make them less profitable. This, they argue, will increase the costs of access to their journals, reduce innovation in the publishing realm, and hamper the business of scientific publishing, the free market, and the progress of science. Critics of the even broader approach taken by Open Access initiatives believe Open Access undermines the traditional scientific publishing model even more than the limited public access mandated by the 110th Congress. As the congressional mandate moves forward, it will be interesting to see whether the balance is appropriate or whether problems predicted by the publishing industry materialize.

Although much more limited than Open Access advocates would like, the congressional/NIH program is remarkable in several ways. First, it marks a legislative effort to follow private voluntary initiatives that attempt to increase the flow of research information. More important, the effort uses the NIH and the massive power of its federal funding to encourage terms that will promote greater exchanges in the scientific community. To the extent that coordinated action may be important for easing research
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bottlenecks, the NIH certainly sits at the center of American scientific research activity, a position that provides the opportunity for significant coordination.

This is not the first time the NIH has used its power to encourage licensing terms that it believes will be in the public interest. For example, NIH guidelines for grant recipients who use or develop research tools discourage recipients from engaging in certain types of licensing provisions, on the grounds that such royalties lead to unreasonable restraints on publication and academic freedom as well as impeding scientific progress. In addition, the NIH has been quite explicit in expressing its hope that influencing NIH funding recipients will encourage other organizations to adopt similar policies. Binding requirements like the recently enacted publication provisions have a much greater impact than guidelines, however, even when those guidelines are accompanied by soaring language.

IV. OBSERVATIONS

Open Source, Open Access, and Open Transfer indicate ways that those in the markets for scientific research have tried to develop strategies to address research bottlenecks. These approaches suggest that relevant market participants perceive impediments to their activities and are sufficiently motivated to develop avoidance behaviors.

The implications one can draw from the observations above are quite modest. The observations cannot resolve whether damage calculations should be apportioned differently nor can they resolve any of the other hotly contested issues in the pending patent reform legislation. Nor can they suggest whether the pending massive continuation rules should be voided or left to stand. In general, as academics, we would be wise to avoid sweeping generalizations from modest observations as well as the temptation to use limited data in support of broad policy strategies. Moreover, the three open system approaches described above are unlikely to indicate the only places in which research bottlenecks are occurring. Nevertheless, they do suggest that research bottlenecks, in fact, create significant problems—problems substantial enough that the research community itself has tried to develop mitigation pathways.

One could argue that the development of these pathways suggests that research bottlenecks are not a problem with which courts and legislatures should be concerned. Perhaps those in the relevant field have proven perfectly capable of adapting to any thicket or bottlenecks that occur. The solutions described above, however, are limited at best. They cannot cover all participants, they provide only partial solutions to the problems that they identify, and in some cases, they have met with only limited success. Thus, they are more useful for confirming the existence of a problem in scientific
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research than they are for demonstrating the ability of those engaged in scientific research to solve the problem.

It is particularly interesting to note that all three approaches involve coordinated efforts. In other words, evidence of coordination of efforts could suggest that the problems are intractable on an individual level. This is precisely the type of problem that would benefit from governmental efforts. Again, we should not use the existence of research bottlenecks to support all manner of broad changes in the patent system. Nor should we ignore them.